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$ autonj.sh

autonj automatic production system of a mcnp cross section
library from JENDL by the NJOY97 code.

Please select your computer environment.

HP = HP9000-series, HP-C-series

SUN = Sun SparcStation4/5

Please select an input mode.

0 = input from a file.

1 = interactive input on this terminal.
==========> 1

Please select one of options for disk space (or producing files)

0 = minimum disk size (mcnp library)

1 = medium disk size (mcnp library and output list)

2 = maximum disk size (library, list and ace file)

(maximum size is about 1.4 GB for JENDL-3.2.)

(If blank, default size is minimum.)

Please enter the path name where JENDL file are located.
(When you finish entering all file names, please enter a blank.)
(If a directory name is given, all files in the directory are
processed. Only one directory name is allowed. The last
character must not be a slash (/).)
==========> J3R2

list of files in the directory above

J3R2/j32f6301

J3R2/j32f6302

J3R2/j32f6303

J3R2/j32f6304

J3R2/j32f6305

J3R2/j32f6306

J3R2/j32f6307

J3R2/j32f6308

J3R2/j32f6309

J3R2/j32f6310

J3R2/j32f6311

J3R2/j32f6312

J3R2/j32f6313

J3R2/j32f6314

Please enter the MAT numbers of nuclides that you want to process.

(If blank, all nuclides contained in the specified files are processed.
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Please enter the processing temperature with NJOY97.

(If blank, default temperature is 293 K.)

(for example: 300 < 300 kelvin)

( 27C < 27 Celsius = 300.15 K)

Please enter a library identification number in zaid for MCNP.

(It corresponds to the "suff" parameter in input data of NJOY/ACER.l

(It must be integer with two degits.)

(If blank, default identification number is 38. (If Fe, 26000.38c))

Please enter a tolerance of pointwise cross section data.

(The unit of tolerance is [%].)

(If blank, default tolerance is 0.2 %.)

Please enter the maximum number of discrete gamma-ray energies.

(It must be less than 1000 for MCNP-4B or 200 for the previous version.)

(If blank, default number is 1000.)

Please enter a title to be labeled in the library.

(It will be a part of the "hk" in input data of NJOY/ACER.)

(Maximum 62 characters.)

(Blank characters can not be used. Please replace blank characters

with cap (").)

(If blank, default title is "JENDL-3.2 with NJOY97".)

(for example: jendl-3.2~withAnjoy97 )

( + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5

Please enter types of MCNP cross section library.

(If blank, default type of library is Type-2.)

1 = Type-1 (text format)

2 = Type-2 (binary format)

12 = Type-1 and Type-2

Please enter a file name of the MCNP cross section library.

(Maximum 7 characters.)

(When the given name is "fsxlib2", the complete name is "fsxlib21"
if it is Type-1.)
(If blank, default library name is "fsxlb32".)

Please enter a file name of the directory file for the library.

(If blank, default library name is "xsdir.fsxlb322".)
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